FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

TruStar Energy Expands Fuel Solution Offerings
with the Launch Of their Compact Fuel Solution
Program ("CFS")
(White Plains, NY) July 24, 2017 – TruStar Energy LLC (TruStar), one of the
nation's leading developers of compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling stations,
today announced the launch of their Compact Fuel Solution and CNG Fleet
Development Program ("CFS Program"). TruStar's CFS Program provides smaller
fleets the ability to gain the benefits of CNG fuel and fleets fueling at public CNG
stations the ability to lower their costs.
"We are excited for the launch of our CFS Program," said Adam Comora, President
of TruStar Energy LLC. "Our CFS Program was designed to address the needs of
smaller fleets, pilot programs for larger fleets and those looking to improve their
current public fueling experience."
"We have heard the voice of customers and are excited to offer this solution," said
TruStar's Chief Operating Officer, Scott Edelbach. "In addition, the CFS Program
allows us the ability to offer a private, convenient fuel solution without a capital or
take or pay commitment. TruStar Energy takes care of this. All you do is call us
and 6 months later fuel up."
Contact TruStar Energy today for more information on our CFS program and learn
how you can save time and money with CNG fueling. As with all TruStar fueling
programs, renewable CNG is available with our CFS program for additional
sustainability and cost savings benefits.
About FORTISTAR
TruStar Energy, a subsidiary of Fortistar, is one of the nation's leading developers
of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) fueling stations. With decades of experience,
the company's professionals are experts at providing CNG fueling solutions that
are ready on time, on budget and that are profitable for their owners. With a rapidly
growing network of public stations and 24/7 service and support, we're always
there when you need us.

TruStar Energy puts fleet owners in the driver's seat by offering best-in-class,
options to meet a full range of fueling needs. For additional information, please
visit www.trustarenergy.com and follow us on LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter, and
Facebook.
TruStar Energy: True Partnership. For a Change.
For more information, please visit www.fortistar.com.
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